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Older children, who have attended the entire level of courses at Explosivo's ski school, 

can follow the free ski program with oversight. The Explosivo Team group consists of 5-10 people 

and follows a program with enough free skiing, outside the ski slope, (always with a companion - 

school teacher) and at the same time tips for further improvement in the children's technique. 

 

Key elements of the program: 

 6 ascents | group 5-10 people 

 Visit to at least 3 different ski resorts 

 Introduction to freestyle & freeride 

 This season the program "Explosivo Team" will take place every Saturday or Sunday 

 Departures based on the snow-bus schedule: 

- Kalamaria | 1st high school | 06:40 

- City Center | Zero Gravity | 07:00 

- One Salonica | 07:10 

 

Program cost: 

 320€/ person without equipmen 

 400€/ person with equipment rental for the season 

 

The price includes: 

 Safe transportation to the ski resorts by the snow bus of Explosivo 

 Escort and improvement advice from teachers – ski coaches with a high technical & 

pedagogical level, in groups of five (5) to ten (10) people, and lasting 4-5 hours 

(depending on the destination). Escort the students from the moment of their delivery on 

the bus until their return. 

 Rider use card at the ski resort | Vat 

 

The program price does not include: 

 The helmet, which is a personal item and cannot be rented. It is every child's personal 

obligation to obtain it. There are special agreements with partner stores for discount 

prices. 

 Cost of overnight stay + maintenance in case of two days. 

 During the Christmas period and the weekend of Clean Monday there are optional 

excursions to ski resorts in Bulgaria. Also in mid-March, on the occasion of the end of the 

ascents, there is a two-day excursion. More information about optional excursions will be 

received by e-mail. 

 Each extra ascent (after 6) at a cost of 45€/ ascent. 


